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Abstract

Carpal tunnel syndrome is a sensitive neuropathy of the upper limb caused by chronic compression of the median nerve.

The presented study focused on highlighting the value of morphological changes of the median nerve - shown by MRI in the management of carpal tunnel syndrome.

The study group included 23 patients, adults, treated in the Plastic Surgery Clinic of the County Emergency Clinical Hospital in Constanța - prospective study.

Magnetic resonance imaging allowed accurate measurement of the median nerve diameter and showed significant decreases in most cases, which suggested an advanced stage of the disease - morphological changes being corroborated with clinical ones.

This imagistic investigation opens a new way in establishing the surgical indication, which is required in case of reduction of the nerve diameter by at least 1.5mm at the site of compression.

The criterion of diameter decrease can be a benchmark in order to establish a therapeutic algorithm in carpal tunnel syndrome.
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Rezumat

Sindromul de tunel carpian este o neuropatie senzitivă a membrului superior cauzată de compresiunea cronnică a nervului median.

Studiul prezentat s-a concentrat pe evidențierea valorii modificărilor morfologice ale nervului median - demonstrate de IRM în managementul sindromului de tunel carpian.

Lotul de studiu a inclus 23 de pacienți, adulți, tratați în Clinica de Chirurgie Plastică a Spitalului Clinic Județean de Urgență din Constanța – studiu prospectiv.

Imagistica prin rezonanță magnetică a permis măsurarea precisă a diametrului nervului median și a prezentat scăderi semnificative în majoritatea cazurilor, ceea ce sugerează un stadiu avansat al bolii - modificările morfologice fiind corroborate cu cele clinice.

Această investigație imagistică deschide o nouă cale în stabilirea indicației chirurgicale, care se impune în cazul reducerii diametrului nervului cu cel puțin 1,5 mm la locul compresiunii.

Criteriul scăderii diametrului poate fi un etalon pentru stabilirea unui algoritm terapeutic în sindromul de tunel carpian.
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BACKGROUND

The carpal tunnel syndrome is a sensitive neuropathy of the upper limb, which occurs through chronic compression of the median nerve, an action that causes morphological (anatomical) changes with clinical and paraclinical / imaging resonance.

Nerve compression has a great impact on nerve integrity, sometimes irreversible, even complete nerve sections are observed, which require a clear stage diagnosis, established as soon as possible with an appropriate treatment\textsuperscript{1,2}.

The studied group consists of 23 patients, adults, treated in the Plastic Surgery Department of the County Emergency Hospital in Constanța. Enrollment in the study group was done in compliance with clear pre-established inclusion / exclusion criteria.

The morphological study method used in this study is represented by magnetic resonance imaging, given its fidelity and the examined area was at least 12 centimeters, comprising the lower third of the arm and upper half of the palm.

After Sunderland classification, approximately 80% of patients had grade IV or V lesions requiring surgical treatment\textsuperscript{3}.

INTRODUCTION

Locally, the pathophysiology of carpal tunnel syndrome results from the game of two variables: increasing the volume of the carpal tunnel content and / or reducing the capacity of the container.

However, the chronic compression of the median nerve must be clearly differentiated from other suffering of the peripheral nerves, caused by physiological or pathophysiological conditions.

In recent decades, the incidence of the disease has increased steadily, which can be explained on the one hand by the increase in life expectancy and on the other hand by the increasing incidence of associated comorbidities. An alarm signal must be raised regarding nervous distress, which requires an early diagnosis and appropriate treatment\textsuperscript{4-6}.

In order to establish the most correct and effective treatment, the morphology of the median nerve must be investigated, as its integrity dictates the patient’s clinical condition and the therapeutic interventions he needs.

The staging of chronic nerve compression performed on objective criteria - morphological - helps the clinician in choosing the correct treatment and corresponding to each evolutionary stage of the disease\textsuperscript{3,5}.

HISTORY

The first cases of carpal tunnel syndrome were reported in 1854 by James Paget but those who noted for the first time in history the association between anterior carpal ligament pathology and median nerve compression were Pierre Marie and Charles Foix in 1913 and in 1914, the association of nerve compression with tenor muscle atrophy has been described.

In 1938, F.P. Moersch introduced the phrase „carpal tunnel syndrome“.

The second half of the twentieth century included numerous case studies that had the role of discovering the etiopathogenesis and treatment of carpal tunnel syndrome, in order to diagnose as accurately as possible the evolutionary stage of the disease and the application of the recommended therapeutic sanction (indicated)\textsuperscript{2}.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

In order to evaluate the importance of the median nerve morphology in the management of carpal tunnel syndrome, we performed a prospective study on a group of 23 patients who presented to the Plastic Surgery service of Constanța County Emergency Clinical Hospital, with the diagnosis of carpal tunnel, in the surgical phase.

The morphology of the median nerve and that of the structures in its vicinity were studied with the help of magnetic resonance imaging, a study that provided anatomical details superior to any other exploration\textsuperscript{7-12}.

The study was carried out over a period of 18 months, respectively 01.04.2019 - 30.09.2020 and for the realization of the study group we pre-established inclusion / exclusion criteria, in order to benefit from the most scientifically conclusive results.

Inclusion in the study was not restrictive, comprising patients of both sexes, adults and regardless of background. Also, patients with various associated pathologies were enrolled, following at the same time their possible correlations with nerve compression as well as idiopathic carpal tunnel syndromes. Non-cooperating patients and those who were not present at the pre-established regular medical check-ups were not enrolled.

The main objective of the study was to establish a direct (mathematical) relationship between the
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reduction of the median nerve diameter, following compression (highlighted by MRI) and the evolutionary stage of carpal tunnel syndrome\textsuperscript{7,11-15}.

**RESULTS**

The study group included a total of 23 patients, of both sexes, aged between 37 and 68 years, from rural and urban areas, with primary, secondary and university studies.

![Figure 1. Distribution by sex (6 males, 17 females)](image1)

The group was represented by a larger number of women, being well known clear preponderance of females in the development of carpal tunnel syndrome but also increased compliance with investigations against males\textsuperscript{3}.

![Figure 2. The ratio between patients associated with other pathologies and patients who developed idiopathic carpal tunnel syndrome (15 patients with comorbidities, 8 patients with idiopathic syndrome).](image2)

![Figure 3. Distribution of patients according to the stage of nerve damage](image3)

![Figure 4. Incidence of morphological changes typical of carpal tunnel syndrome](image4)

![Figure 5. MRI examination, S.L. (M, 62), suggestive aspect for carpal tunnel syndrome, intermediate stage - narrowing of the median nerve by 1.3 mm](image5)
DISCUSSIONS

Magnetic resonance imaging illustrated in the present study important morphological changes in the carpal tunnel. The transverse ligament of the carpus tends to tilt palmar and thus induces significant mechanical pressure on the median nerve.

Locally, secondary to chronic compression, nerve inflammation with edema occurs, which maintains and aggravates the lysis of the median nerve.

The pressure exerted by the transverse ligament of the carpus, which often recognizes a marked hypertrophy, or even a palmar inclination, leads to flattening of the median nerve (reduction in diameter), affecting nerve conduction. This sign, visible with the help of magnetic resonance imaging, establishes the evolutionary stage and indication of the surgical intervention.

Approximately 80% of enrolled patients had morphological changes in the median nerve suggesting advanced carpal tunnel syndrome.

In the present study, patients with a diameter of less than 6 mm of the median nerve (reduction between 1.5 and 2.5 mm) were diagnosed with advanced carpal tunnel syndrome and treated surgically, clearly showing nerve damage by significant morphological changes, also found intraoperatively.

In order to establish a diagnostic (staging) and therapeutic algorithm, we established that a reduction in diameter of the median nerve in the compression area with a value greater than 1.5 mm, can be considered as a benchmark for classification in stage III (surgical) evolutionary and the statistical processing of the obtained data showed the following incidence: 19 cases...
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with a diameter reduction between 1.5 and 2.5 mm and one case with a reduction of 2.6 mm.

CONCLUSIONS

- Establishing the stage of the disease and the morphology of the carpal tunnel has a crucial role in establishing a successful treatment in compressive syndrome.
- The possibility of measuring the size of the median nerve offers a new perspective in the staging and management of the disease.
- The morphology of the median nerve undergoes clear changes, specific for each stage of carpal tunnel syndrome.
- The present study reveals the superiority of magnetic resonance imaging in objectifying the nerve lesion and establishing the evolutionary stage of the disease and thus the corresponding therapeutic sanction.
- We appreciate that based on the criteria adopted in this study on reducing the diameter of the median nerve, at the site of compression, they can be used to achieve a diagnostic and treatment algorithm.
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